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Topic 1, Mixed Questions
 
 

QUESTION NO: 1 
 
Refer to the exhibit. 
 
 

 
 
ROUTE.com is planning to implement EIGRP load balancing for traffic between hosts on the
172.16.10.0/24 and 172.16.20./24 networks. You have been asked to review the implementation
plan for this project. Which statement about the plan is true?
 
 
A. It is complete as written. 
B. It should include a task to configure multipath to equal a value of 2 on R1 and R4. 
C. It should use a ping instead of a traceroute to validate that load balancing has been activated. 
D. It should contain a task that documents the changes made to the configurations. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

 

 

 

Topic 2, OSPF
 
 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 
Which three are advantages to creating multiple areas in OSPF? (Choose three.)
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A. less frequent SPF calculations 
B. fewer hello packets 
C. smaller routing tables 
D. reduced LSU overhead 
E. fewer adjacencies needed 
 

Answer: A,C,D

Explanation:  

 

 

 

Topic 3, EIGRP
 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 
EIGRP has been configured to operate over Frame Relay multipoint connections. What should the
bandwidth command be set to?
 
 
A. the CIR rate of the lowest speed connection multiplied by the number of circuits 
B. the CIR rate of the lowest speed connection 
C. the CIR rate of the highest speed connection 
D. the sum of all the CIRs divided by the number of connections 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

If the multipoint network has different speeds allocated to the VCs, take the lowest CIR and simply

multiply it by the number of circuits. This is because in Frame-relay all neighbors share the

bandwidth equally, regardless of the actual CIR of each individual PVC, so we have to get the

lowest speed CIR rate and multiply it by the number of circuits. This result will be applied on the

main interface (or multipoint connection interface).  

 

 

 

 

Topic 1, Mixed Questions
 
 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 
Refer to the exhibit. Which interoperability technique implemented on the router would allow Host-
1 to communicate with Host-2? 
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Select the best response.
 
 
A. Dual Stack 
B. NAT-PT 
C. 6to4 tunnel 
D. GRE tunnel 
E. ISATAP tunnel 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

 

 

 

Topic 4, BGP
 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 
Which BGP option is required when load sharing over multiple equal-bandwidth parallel links from
a single CE router to a single ISP router over eBGP? Select the best response.
 
 
A. eBGP Multipath 
B. eBGP Multihop 
C. BGP Synchronization 
D. Public AS numbers 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

 

 

 

Topic 1, Mixed Questions
 
 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 
Refer to exhibit. 
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RouterA (DR) failed, and after 10 minutes it came back. Which two statements are true? (Choose
two)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A. RouterA is a DR 
B. RouterA is a BDR 
C. RouterA is a DROTHER 
D. RouterB is a DR 
E. RouterB is a BDR 
F. RouterC is a DROTHER 
 

Answer: C,D

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 
Refer to the exhibit. 
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Which command would verify if PBR reacts to packets sourced from 172.16.0.0/16?
 
Select the best response. 
 
 
A. show ip route 
B. show policy-map 
C. show access-lists 
D. show route-map 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 
When policy-based routing (PBR) is being configured, 
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Which three criteria can the set command specify? (Choose three.)
 
 
A. all interfaces through which the packets can be routed 
B. all interfaces in the path toward the destination 
C. adjacent next hop router in the path toward the destination 
D. all routers in the path toward the destination 
E. all networks in the path toward the destination 
F. type of service and precedence in the IP packets 
 

Answer: A,C,F

Explanation:  

Configuring Policy-Based Routing (PBR): 

You can configure PBR by following these steps. Some of the steps may be omitted depending on

your application for PBR. For this example, note the set condition options listed is step 3 (answers

are bolded). 

Step1 

Define and configure the route map needed for the policy. This is accomplished with the route-

map command, as discussed previously. 

Step2 

Define and configure the match statements the route map will use. The most common match

statements used are the following: 

 

match ip address [access-list number] 

 

The match ip address is used to call a standard, extended, or expanded-range ACL.  

 

match length [min_packet_length_0-2147483647] [max_packet_length_0-2147483647] 

 

The match length is used to match the Layer 3 packet length, in bytes, with all associated headers

and trailers included. You must enter the minimum and maximum packet length. Use the match

length command to policy route traffic based on packet size. You can deploy this to route traffic

with large or small packet sizes to specific areas of the network.  

Step3 

Configure and define the new routing policy with set commands. Multiple set commands may be

used; if multiple commands are used, they are executed in the following order: 

 

set ip {precedence [value_0-7 | name] | tos [value_0-8 | name]} 

 

set ip next-hop ip_address 

 

set interface interface_name 
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set ip default next-hop ip_address 

 

set default interface interface_name 

 

Set ip precedence {[1-7]|[routine|critical|flash|flash-override|immediate|internet|network|priority]}  

 

ReferencE. http://www.ciscopress.com/articles/article.asp?p=102092&rl=1 

 

 

 

 

Topic 3, EIGRP
 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 
Refer to the exhibit. EIGRP has been configured on routers R1 and R2. However, R1 does not
show R2 as a neighbor and does not accept routing updates from R2. What could be the cause of
the problem? 
 
 

 
 
A. The no auto-summary command has not been issued under the EIGRP process on both
routers. 
B. Interface E0 on router R1 has not been configured with a secondary IP address of 10.1.2.1/24. 
C. EIGRP cannot exchange routing updates with a neighbor's router interface that is configured
with two IP addresses. 
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D. EIGRP cannot form neighbor relationship and exchange routing updates with a secondary
address. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

 

 

 

Topic 5, IPv6
 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 
Refer to the exhibit. 
 
 

 
 
Routers R1 and R2 are IPv6 BGP peers that have been configured to support a neighbor
relationship over an IPv4 internet work. Which three neighbor IP addresses are valid choices to
use in the highlighted section of the exhibit? (Choose three.) 
 
 
A. ::0A43:0002 
B. 0A43:0002:: 
C. ::10.67.0.2 
D. 10.67.0.2:: 
E. 0:0:0:0:0:0:10.67.0.2 
F. 10.67.0.2:0:0:0:0:0:0 
 

Answer: A,C,E

Explanation:  
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The automatic tunneling mechanism uses a special type of IPv6 address, termed an “IPv4-

compatible” address. An IPv4-compatible address is identified by an all-zeros 96-bit prefix, and

holds an IPv4 address in the low-order 32-bits. IPv4-compatible addresses are structured as

follows: 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, an IPv4 address of 10.67.0.2 will be written as ::10.67.0.2 or 0:0:0:0:0:0:10.67.0.2 or

::0A43:0002 (with 10[decimal] = 0A[hexa] ; 67[decimal] = 43[hexa] ; 0[hexa] = 0[decimal] ; 2[hexa]

= 2[decimal]) 
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